BASEBALL GAME SCHEDULED
THIS AFTERNOON AT MIDWAY
FIELD AGAINST BIG TEN TEAM
Krafts Men Hope to Establish
Reputation; Prospective Big Season
As They Face Minnesota

Krafts Men are putting up big
baseball displays this season,
boasting a strong young team.
They are planning to
represent the school in
the big conference games.

Arthur O. Craft, coach of the
team, is optimistic about the
season. "We have a good young
team," he said. "We are
preparing for the big conference
games and hope to do well."
"THE SLIPSTICK": Charge to the "Slipstick" is
no longer to be charged to the club
members.

Eyes
The sight has a human eye
Which can see quite well in the dark.
It can be trained in the form of a human eye.
The moment you try to take it.

J. H. B.

HE CENTERED THE DIFFERENCE. He's: What's wrong?
(Was not well). Nailed fifteen each.
I thought I noticed the change in you.

"Leaves brain just in a position of control, not you and you let me just settle that amblyopic fog
for do scientific fact.

"What question do you have?

"Oh, do you know what I was going to say?

A girl who married an airman may be said to be taking a flyer.

Fred. (With realising the issue): "He may not have something very important to lose in his examination, but the other does."

A. J.

"Don't be enthusiastic at the last lap even though I may be a nominal mankind, going as we are in mind.

Statistics are as hard to prove that there are more than a dozen of them and that I am in a position of some help. In fact, we think that we have seen more than three thousand kinds of plants with gold balls.

Alienation
When my life is heavy, and my heart is tired. Dogmatically, I hasten
Up to my study room. Then my mind is formed, and on what authors say.

Useful, unnoticed.—E. H.

"Sanum Nullum
e le 886, 11."

A. H. Weymouth.

Black Higher Physics
Prof. Dr. E. H. F. has shown in his latest paper upon the title:
Utility, apparently affected by these words
Now, that has considerable effect upon the total.

Observations
The mouth is connected with the alimentary canal by the tongue, and to the lungs by some abnormal connections, which is generally of use.

The face of a mouth, which must talk all day, and play on an instrument of a special sort, is very fair.

Seems "That We've Seen Some Here"

How long did you have your wife in your car, you know, for the first time?
It will be ten years next September.

Just Verse
I stood by the bridge's margin. The clock struck two-thirty. I looked at the dirty water, and thought, "Gone, isn't the water dirty?"

P. J.

The shade covers the cook who was not hooded and wouldn't sign it. We would appreciate it if you could observe our fellow who has not one, and the student with your name (real name) on your certificate for the same.

GONE — FOREVER
Ch. E.: Did you hear about the shack that three of us bought together? E. E. E.: What happened to it? Ch. E.: Well, we have never seen since.

E: Well, the fresh has been last. There's been so much excitement. We'll have to try to do our best to keep the book from closing.

A. A.

The roads, because they are permanently located, naturally desire to be known as good citizens and good neighbors in every community along their lines. They also want to be in the favor of industry and agriculture, who travel over the railroad territory seeking opportunities to improve local production and manufacturing conditions.

The railroad is one of the foremost allies of local civic and industrial agricultural groups in promoting community progress. Its organization commonly includes experts in both industry and agriculture, who travel throughout the territory seeking opportunities to improve local production and manufacturing conditions.

Farmers are aided through group meetings, research, and demonstration programs. Experiments in grain, vegetable, and dairy farming are made to determine the best practices for the area. The availability of raw materials, electricity, and water power services, along with a variety of crops, is emphasized.

The railroad's role in the economy is significant. It not only transports goods and services, but it also aids in the development of local industries. The railroad's contribution to the local economy is recognized and appreciated by the communities it serves.
**ART INSTITUTE HOLDS A. I. T. ARCH. SKETCHES**

Tuesday, April 16, 1729

Inquiring Reporter

Question: What is your idea of the new policy of banning...?

"Yes, a new policy of banning..."

B: "I'm not sure what you mean by "banning..."

A: "I mean the news as well as Tuesday on Thursday and Thursday on Tuesday."

B: "I see that..."

A: "But on Tuesday, I mean the news as well as Tuesday on Thursday and Thursday on Tuesday."

B: "I see your point..."

A. I. E. E. Listens to Mr. Faulkies

Mr. William Faulkies of the Curit Architectural Library spoke about the importance of the "atmosphere" in architecture. "The Architect and the Client," he said, "are just as important as the building itself."

ELECTRICALS' SMOKER AT DUKE

J. E. Petersen, Jr.
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ARMOUR TECH NEWS

ARMOUR WINS OPENING GAME
CRANE IN FIRST SEASON GAME

Simpson — Stache Plass for A. I. L. 4-3 Victory

The Armour Tech team began operation yesterday with a 4-3 victory over Crane in the opening game of the A. I. L. season. Neither team was able to score in the first period, but Simpson scored three goals in the second, all on assists from Plass, with the fourth goal scored by Stache on his own. The Armour Tech team went on to win the series against Crane, winning both games, 4-3 and 3-0, to start the season off on a winning note.

Simpson 'Basket' Capt. (Continued from page 1)

The crowd was excited yesterday when Armour Tech defeated Crane, 4-3. This marked the beginning of a new season for both teams, and fans were eager to see who would come out on top. Armour Tech had been practicing for weeks in anticipation of this game, and the players were in top form. Crane, on the other hand, had a bit of a struggle getting into the rhythm of the game, but they fought hard and didn't give up without a fight.

The first period was a back-and-forth battle, with both teams putting in a lot of effort to score. However, Armour Tech was able to capitalize on their opportunities and scored three goals in the second period, all on assists from Stache Plass. The fourth goal was scored by Simpson on his own, bringing the final score to 4-3.

Simpson has been named the team captain for this season, and he is expected to lead his team to victory. With his exceptional skills and determination, Simpson is sure to be a force to be reckoned with on the ice.

"Enough is enough!"

Junior Civil's Baseball Team Defeats All Comers

The Junior Civil's have organized a baseball team for this year's challenge and are ready to take on any opponent that comes their way. The team has been practicing for weeks in anticipation of this game and is determined to come out on top. They have been working hard to improve their skills and are confident in their ability to win.

Junior Civil's manager, Mr. Smith, said, "Our team is ready to take on any challenge that comes our way. We have been practicing for weeks in anticipation of this game and are confident in our ability to win. We are determined to come out on top and prove that we are the best team in the league."